
A low level trailer similar to this can be supplied to
order for the Forestor-150. The crane with rotator
head and grab and the diesel powered hydraulic
motor are optional extras. This photograph shows
the trailer set up for sawing w¡th the towing unit
released for other work. Before being towed on the
road the bandmill is rotated rhrough 90 degrees by
means of a winch operated turntable.
A towing head can be súpplied which enables the
trailer to be towed by any vehicle with sufficient
power to pull it.
SPECIFICATIONS
Gross Vehicle Weight:
Axle:
lmposed:
Unladen Weight:
Load Capacity;
Overall Trailer Length:
Low Deck Length:
Upper Deck Length:
Max. Log Length:

1 2 Tonne
6 Tonne
6 Tonne

3.5 Tonne
8.5 Tonne

7900mm {26ft)
2750mm (8ft)

10650mm (34ft)
4260mm {14ft)

This shows a simple trailer for on-site sawing,
made by one of our customers for his Forestor-150
bandmill. ln this case the rails are extended
sideways to provide sufficient operating length.

lmperial conversions are approximate

Forestor is a registered trademark.

Because il desires to incorporate improvements whenever possible,
Forest & Sawmill Equipments (Engineers) Ltd. reserve the r¡ght to
change specifications or design at any time without notice and without
¡ncur¡ng obligat¡on.

THE WORLD'S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF
HORIZONTAL DANDMILLS

We also offer a skid frame for the Forestor-150
bandmill, which provides a tough sledge unit
which can be dragged by any suitable skidder. lt
also acts as a ready platform on which the
Forestor-150 can operate, only needing levelling
before sawing can begin.
A useful feature of this skid is that it can be
supplied with a two-wheel axle assembly which
simply bolts on so that it can be used for
transportat¡on on hard roads. The axle assembly
can be easily removed when not needed.
This unit will be of particular interest in forestry
clearance for road construction or similar
operations. Felled trees can be quickly converted
into sawn timber which can often be of valuable
use, at the site, in subsequent construction.
Logs up to approx. 5m (16ftl in length can be
sawn on the standard skid but the length can be
increased to special order.

SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 8m Width: 2m Depth:530mm

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1RB, England'
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THE WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACruRER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS _ & A MAJOR MANUFACruRER & SUPPUER
OF TIMBER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT.
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The Forestor-150 Self-Lowering Trailer has been produced for those who need a fully mobile
sawmill for on-site sawing. lt can be towed by any suitable vehicle and complies fully with U.K.
regulations for road use.

It is self lowering and can be set-up very easily and quickly. When set-up for sawing it is at ground
level which not only makes it very stable but also allows the logs to be easily placed in position.
Another advantage of this un¡que design is that off-loading the sawn timber is that much eas¡er.
Safety also plays its part because work¡ng at ground level obviously lowers the risk of accidents.
When the job is completed, securing the bandmill and raising the tra¡ler to its towing height is
just as easy and fast as setting it up.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frame: Fabricated Steel Construct¡on
Ax lelSuspension : York-Harco
Wheels: Twin 10 Stud Standard Heavy LorryTyres: Avon 900 x 20
Mudguards: lntertruck Rubber
Lights & Signs: Full M.O.T.
Brakes: 2 Line Air Brakes Plus Mechanical Handbrake

DIMENSIONS
Length Overall (Towing): 8900mm (29'2")
Length Overall (Sawing): i0900mm (35,8',1
Width Overall: 2700mm (8,10,,)
Width of Frame (Excluding Wheets): l900mm 16,3.,)
WEIGHT
Unladen: Approx.2.500kg (2%Tons)
lncluding Forestor-150Bandmill: Approx,5.000kg (5 Tons)
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1. On arrival at the site the Forestor-150 Self-
Lowering Trailer complete with bandmill is
positioned ready for setting-up.

2. The trailer handbrake is applied and the two
frame locking pins are removed.

3. The towing vehicle moves slowly forward,
pulling the main frame across the wheel and axle
section, which remains stationary.

4. When the end of the main frame passes over the
axle, the wheel and axle section tips slowly
forward . . .
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5. . . . until it touches the ground. 6. The main frame continues to be pulled forward
untilthe back end has slid down the wheel and
axle section to the limit of its extension and is at
ground level.

7. A jack on the towing bar is turned, lowering the
front of the trailer to ground level. The towing
vehicle can now be removed.

8. The main frame is now levelled and adequately
chocked where necessary then the bandmill is
unlocked from its travelling position.
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9. By starting the bandmill engine the legs of the
bandmill can be raised. lt can now be turned
through 90 degrees, supported on the central
turntable.
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10. When the bandmill is in line it is lowered onto
the track.

1 1. The turntable, which has supported the
bandmill, is unbolted and removed.

12. The log bearers are positioned and secured and
sawing can commence.
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